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Full-Text Search 
Applications processing large volumes of

textual data benefit from advanced

methods of indexing and searching plain

text. Our new Full-Text Search feature

provides efficient access to character-

based data elements.

Performance Gains
As a company founded by—and run by—

developers, FairCom is keenly aware of the

need for sheer application speed. This

release demonstrates performance gains

throughout the product.

Hot Alter Table 
Hot Alter Table allows dynamic changes to

a table’s schema on-the-fly for minimum

downtime when rolling out application

upgrades.

Replication Extensions
V11.5 adds a new level of flexibility and

customization to our replication

technology: New User-Defined Extensions

allow extended replication management via

custom callback functions. You can use

this feature to perform on-the-fly data

manipulation, such as extract, transform &

load (ETL), data aggregation, and conflict

resolution.

Replication ReSync 
The new Replication ReSync feature allows

you to resynchronize a target “replica file”

based on the current “source file” with

minimal impact on runtime. This feature

can be utilized to address situations when

a target file becomes out-of-sync with the

source.

Web-Based Tools 
c-treeACE SQL Explorer, a powerful tool

trusted by database administrators, is now

available in a modern, browser-based

format. It provides all the great features you

have come to expect from the current 

c-treeACE SQL Explorer in a truly cross-

platform tool.

Interface Technologies
c-treeACE V11.5 provides new

enhancements to available c-treeACE

Interfaces.

Data Integrity
Enhancements have been made in the

ever-critical area of Data Integrity.

Coming Attractions
The Coming Attractions section at the end

of this document provides a glimpse at

upcoming projects on our roadmap. These

projects are under development at FairCom

and will be announced as they become

available. 

2 c-treeACE V11.5 Highlights

One database. Countless possibilities. Dynamic solutions.

Executive Overview
FairCom proudly presents the latest release of our industry-leading, multimodel database technology: c-treeACE V11.5.

In this release, you will see advances in such areas as performance, schema management, full-text search, replication, interface support,

and data integrity. Below are highlights of what’s new in this release; the rest of this book goes into more detail. Full details can be found

in the c-treeACE V11.5 Update Guide, available online at www.faircom.com.
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V11.5
FULL-TEXT SEARCH
A tokenized index of a table’s text fields allows you to quickly find records containing specified words and phrases. 

Today’s applications process vast amounts

of textual data. Full-Text Search (FTS) is a

great mechanism for fast, efficient access

to character-based data elements. c-tree

applications with large volumes of text can

now be complemented with high

performing text search capabilities.

Similar to a traditional b-tree index over a

c-tree data file, you may now define a Full-

Text Index (FTI) by specifying which

character-based fields to include in this

index. Deferred Indexing can be used for

the FTI, so your application can keep on

running while FTS builds its index.

Full-Text Search Index

This support is on a file-by-file basis (same

as a typical c-tree index). Once an FTI is

defined for a file, it is maintained in “real-

time” along with any other b-tree type

c-tree indexes.

Accessing data records through a full-text

search index is simple. Options are

provided to meet the needs of different

uses: simple development using SQL and

custom development using the c-treeDB

SDK. Simply provide a word or phrase (text)

for which you are searching. If you want to

refine your search, a variety of options are

available. All records whose FTI-indexed

fields contain this text are returned. It is left

up to the developer to utilize this result as

needed for the application.

The first step in using Full-Text Search is

creating an FTS Index (FTI). c-treeDB

functions are provided for creating the

index, adding a field to the index, setting

the default index, and managing the FTI

handle, etc. c-treeDB maintains the index

as records are added to the table.

The FTI is a tokenized index of the

contents of specified text fields, allowing

you to quickly find records containing

specified words and phrases. Internally, the

FTI divides the text into “tokens” (which are

roughly equivalent to a list of categorized

words).

When a full-text search is performed, the

function is passed one or more words.

Each word is compared to the tokens in

the FTS index. The function returns the

records that contain those words in their

indexed fields.

Additional information can be returned,

such as the proximity of multiple tokens (for

example, searching for the terms

“FairCom” and “database”, these terms are

in closer proximity in the text “FairCom

database” than in “FairCom announces

new enhancements to is highly acclaimed

database.” Statistics about relevance can

also be returned.

c-treeDB 
For developers requiring the ultimate

integration with their application, Full-Text

Search is available at the c-treeDB C API

level. Functions are available to create a

Full-Text Index on the specified fields of a

single table. A Full-Text Index can be

defined on any text field (as specified in the

data file’s schema). 

A Full-Text Index can be added when a table

is created or added to an existing table.

SQL
For simple integration with your application,

Full-Text Search is available via SQL

interfaces. The SQL client can define a Full-

Text Index on one or more fields of an

existing table. Using SQL, you can specify

a query with criteria to be checked using

the Full-Text Index.

Tokenizers
Internally, FairCom Full-Text Search uses a

“tokenizer” to divide text into “tokens,”

which are roughly equivalent to a list of

categorized words. A tokenizer is a

standard concept used in any database

that provides full-text search. It follows a

set of rules for extracting tokens (usually

single words) from a text string or search

query. The default tokenizer uses white

space to determine the boundaries

between words. FairCom gives you the

choice of using more advanced

algorithms—including custom algorithms—

to suit your specific needs.

Wireless Mouse

Wireless Keyboard

USB Keyboard

  

Mouse

USB

Keyboard

Wireless
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PERFORMANCE GAINS

Performance enhancement with background flush threads

Performance has been enhanced by removing unnecessary checkpoint and

transaction flushing when the background flush threads fire.

Rebuild performance increased

Rebuild performance has been increased in all use cases by enhancing the

logic that controls the flushing of files. 

Scan existing index

When a rebuild is performed on an existing index, it is scanned to check for

resources. New logic speeds up the index scan and potentially reduces the

size of the index file if many unused nodes exist in the original index file.

Speed improvement in forward roll of many transaction logs

The logic in a forward roll has been analyzed and optimized. The optimized

logic yielded performance improvements of several hundred percent for one

set of transaction logs. 

Improved update list synchronization object management

The handling of mutexes, checkpoints, and calls to force files to be flushed

to disk has been improved for increased performance. 

Faster query on Multi-Schema Tables

The c-treeDB ctdbGetRecordCount function has been 

improved to allow a good execution plan to be selected in situations that

previously prevented the optimizer from making 

an educated optimization. 
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Transaction Processing Add, Read, Delete Test:
Transactions per second

This graph shows performance results with full transaction
processing (ctTRNLOG file mode) on all data files with the
default c-treeACE Server Configuration File (ctsrvr.cfg)
settings for each release. 

This performance testing was conducted using FairCom’s
cttctx load test utility to simulate a record add, read, delete
sequence on 23 files with indices. All tests were executed on a
Dell PowerEdge R710 with 2 Xeon 3.6 GHz Processors with a
total of 32 logical cores, 32 GB RAM, Seagate ST3600057SS
SCSI 15K RPM hard drive with Windows Server 2012.

Instant Performance Ehancements

The performance of c-treeACE V11.5 has been 
improved by optimizing areas throughout the product.
The following changes to our product improve your
performance without requiring changes to your product:
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c-treeACE SQL Instant
Performance Enhancements

SQL performance enhancement on insert

Research by our development and QA teams has

allowed us to speed up Insert operations when the

current database contains multiple tables with

IDENTITY fields and a new IDENTITY field is added in

unrelated tables.

Performance improvement in parameterized
query

Performance has been improved for a parameterized

query that required a very long time to execute

compared to the same query with literal values.

c-treeDB Instant 
Performance Enhancements

c-treeDB performance enhanced by
streamlining logic

The performance of c-treeDB has been enhanced by

streamlining logic in certain operations, such as

Open, Create (temp tables), and Alter.

Performance enhancement when checking for 
field name duplication

The logic that checks for field name duplication has

been streamlined to boost performance. 

Performance enhancement using
ctdbFindRecord on variable-length records

The ctdbFindRecord call is a mainstay of programing

using the c-treeACE database. Our engineering team

has been able to achieve a performance

enhancement in this function by optimizing the logic

when it is called on variable-length records. 

Features You Can Use to Boost Performance
FairCom understands why developers are obsessed with getting every bit of
potential from their application. In c-treeACE V11.5, we have introduced several
new features so you can enhance performance through configuration, fine-
tuning, and coding.

Keyword improves performance of certain TRNLOG operations
TRNLOG fixed-length record deletes when using COMPATIBILITY

TDATA_WRITETHRU exhibited delays for record adds and deletes, as well as file

opens and closes. The delay was due to operations waiting for the file header

mutex. The new DELSTK_COMMIT_SEC server configuration can be used to

improve performance of committing record deletes in a fixed-length data file that

uses the TDATA_WRITETHRU option.

This option can be changed at runtime by calling the ctSETCFG() function or by

using the ctadmn utility.

Index rebuild performance enhancements
A number of changes were made to the index rebuild logic to improve

performance:

-skipdatascan command-line option

The rebuild functions RBLIFIL(), RBLIFILX(), and RBLIFILX8() scan the data file

and perform several checks, which can be skipped if the data file is known to be

in a good state. The rebuild functions now support an option to skip the initial

scan of the data file. 

ctrbldif 

The ctrbldif utility now supports an option so that it can receive progress

notifications from c-treeACE Server during the rebuild. Use the -callback

command-line option to enable this feature.

MAX_REBUILD_QUEUE <max_queue_size> 

c-treeACE Server supports a configuration option to use a worker thread to sort

the keys read from the data file in a dedicated thread. In our internal testing, we

have found rebuilds taking about 1/3 the time of the original rebuild (when used

in conjunction with SORT_MEMORY 100 MB). 

Dynamic Restore recovery options
The ctrdmp utility now supports the RECOVER_MEMLOG transaction recovery

options (the same options that c-treeACE Server supports) for providing faster

performance during recovery.

Fine-tunable background flush rate & reduced mutex contention
The c-treeACE dirty cache page background flush threads no longer hold the

update list mutex while flushing buffers. New configuration options allow you to

configure a fixed rate of background flushing of updated data cache pages and

index buffers. This change reduces the time other threads are blocked waiting

for the mutex.  
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HOT ALTER TABLE

Perform schema changes with minimal interruption to database
operations—and minimum downtime for your application.

6 c-treeACE V11.5 Highlights

The conventional ALTER TABLE statement converts all records in the affected table at

the time the statement is issued, working its way through the table processing one

record at-a-time. It must create a new table, convert every record in the file and copy it

into the new file, re-index, etc. This process can be time consuming if the table

contains a large number of records. The table must remain locked, and therefore

inaccessible to the application during this process, resulting in a lengthy downtime

when users cannot be connected to the database.

Hot Alter Table Performs Updates On-the-Fly
Hot Alter Table allows records to be updated to a new format as they are read so you

can effectively roll out schema changes on-the-fly. Your customers can upgrade their

database without the need to make all their users wait during a time-consuming

change. Application and database updates that previously required hours to

accomplish can now be completed in minutes.

By relaxing the requirement to alter a table’s schema while the users are locked out of

that table, application downtime is minimized. Now you can roll out application updates

that require database changes without worrying about significant downtime.

Forever, the challenge to database developers has been defining a schema that can be used without change. Inevitably, as developers

mature their applications, new features require new fields in the data they use...and schema changes are required. When these

application updates are deployed, a large application may require hours of downtime while the schema change is propagated throughout

the data file and indices are rebuilt.

In keeping with the V11.5 theme of performance gains, FairCom’s Hot Alter Table feature can dramatically increase efficiency and

minimize downtime when rolling out changes to your database. The time to update a table can be reduced from hours to minzutes;

minutes to seconds.

Known in the industry by various names such as “Dynamic Alter Table,” “Real-Time Alter,” and “Online Alter,” FairCom’s Hot Alter Table

allows easily managed “rolling upgrades” to your product deployed in the field. When your customers install new updates requiring

schema changes, they do not experience a lengthy file migration process, previously requiring up to hours of downtime. Instead, our new

Hot Alter Table feature updates records eventually upon read and write. 

The benefit of Hot Alter Table is that it makes an Alter Table virtually instantaneous because only the underlying metadata for the data file

is being updated. Regardless how large your current data file is (for example say it’s taking 30 minutes or more to perform an
Alter Table), the new Hot Alter Table will perform the schema update in just a couple of seconds.

S0  S1
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Read: Conversion “On-the-Fly”
If someone is reading a record that does not use the current schema, it is converted

on-the-fly to make it appear current. The table’s metadata contains the record

converters necessary to convert records to each schema. The current schema version

is always presented back to the reader, regardless of the version stored on disk.

Write: Uses the Current Schema
The write uses the current format when it writes a record to disk. Write operations

remain efficient because there is very little special work to be done: records are always

written in the current format.

Reduced Time of Exclusive Access
Although exclusive access to the file is required when ALTER TABLE is requested

(dynamic or otherwise), the Hot Alter Table feature will dramatically reduce the time

spent in that state. The new functionality simply updates the record converter

information in a resource. It does not have to update any records.

S2

Read

Record 
Converter

S0
S1

Record 
Converter

S0
S2

Record 
Converter

S1
S2

S0

S1

S2

S0

S1

S0

S2

S2

S1

S0

S2

S2

Multiple Schemas
When using Hot Alter Table, the table is

allowed to contain records with different

schemas: the original schema, a new schema

requested by an ALTER TABLE, and potentially

more schemas requested by additional ALTER

TABLE statements.

Each record contains one extra piece of

information in its header (the record’s

metadata): a schema ID that indicates which

schema applies to the record (S0=the original

schema, S1=the first altered schema, S2=the

next altered schema, etc.). 

S0

S1

S2

S0

S1

S0

S2

S2

S1

S0

S2

S2

Application and database updates that previously required hours to
accomplish can now be completed in minutes.
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REPLICATION 

c-treeACE Replication Solutions

The FairCom Replication Solutions progress forward in this release with many
additions, including User-Defined Extensions and Replication ReSync

California Server

California Clients

Missouri Server

Missouri Clients

New York Server

New York Clients

Active Server

Clients Reports

Reporting Server

Development Site

Test Clients Active Clients

Production Site

 Distributed Data for
 Horizontal Scaling

 Backend Reporting &
 Data Warehousing

Replica Environments
 for Testing

 Failover Solutions for
 Disaster Recovery
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User-Defined Extensions to Replication

The Replication Agent can now perform custom
operations to handle special situations, such as data
aggregation and conflict resolution.

Our goal is to allow customers the greatest control over their

database environment. Now, to provide a new level of flexibility

and customization, we are adding Replication Agent support for

User-Defined Extensions. 

By loading a user-defined external library, the Replication Agent

can perform customized actions when processing operations read

from the source server. This feature allows customizing the

Replication Agent’s behavior to support advanced capabilities

such as:

Conflict detection and resolution during replication •

Filtering or redirecting data updates•

Replicating to a third-party database•

For example, if you need the ability to transform data during

replication, a DLL can be written to perform those transformations.

Suppose you take a replicated server offline, perform a schema

upgrade on it, and then resume replication. Because it now has a

newer schema than the other replicated servers, the DLL could

transform the data structure to the upgraded server.

Replication extensions can be used in conjunction with Hot Alter
Table for implementing application upgrades and schema changes
with little or no downtime.

These extensions are provided in an external library the Replication

Agent loads on startup. When a user-defined extension library is

used, the Replication Agent calls a function in the external library

for each operation it reads from the source server. The function

can modify the operation values or take custom actions, and it can

indicate to the agent which action to take for that operation.

Extensions are implemented by database application developers

within an SDK framework using a new set of user-defined

functions. You will create a dynamic plug-in library containing your

user-defined callback functions. The Replication Agent can then

load this plug-in and execute the functions when appropriate.

With these replication callback routines, c-treeACE expands the

possibilities of our replication solution to meet your exact needs. If

you have a requirement that is not met by FairCom replication out-

of-the-box, you may be able to write a custom DLL or shared

object to meet your needs.

To use this feature, the developer needs c-treeACE Professional

and a development environment that supports writing and

compiling C code into a DLL or shared library.

www.FairCom.com 9

Target Server

c-treeACE Source Server 

Data Log FileIndex

c-treeACE Engine

Replication 
Sub-System

Replication Agent 
polls for changes

Replication Agent

Updates from 
Source Server
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The new Replication ReSync feature allows you to resynchronize a

target “replica file” based on the current “source file” with minimum

impact in runtime. This feature also allows you to add a new file to

a running replication environment.

Synchronizing Out-of-Date Target Files
Ideally, a target file in a replication environment never becomes

out-of-sync with its source. In some situations (e.g., if a replication

target or connection is down for an extended period), catching up

may take longer than re-syncing. When all parts of the system are

up again and the connections are reestablished, the Replication

Agent is able to catch-up with all the updates that must be applied

from the moment it stopped replicating. In addition, other

problems could happen during this period, making it impossible for

an out-of-sync replica table to catch up. Examples include:

A lost transaction log file (normal transaction log rollover) from•

the source server, making it impossible to bring the target copy

back in sync.

A conflict while applying the modification to the target (perhaps•

an inadvertent update to the target while replication was

inactive).

Replication ReSync provides a way to stop replication on one or

more files in a replicated environment and resynchronize them as a

fully coordinated process. Once ReSync is instigated, the

Replication Agent will temporarily suspend replication on the

specified file(s), copy the specified “good version” of the file(s) to the

target environment, and then reestablish the replication process. 

A database administrator can use new options provided in the

command-line replication administration utility, repadm -c resync

and repadm -c resyncclean, to directly manage this operation.

These new commands allow an administrator to indicate the name

of the source file to be synchronized. A text file with a list of source

file names can be provided in case multiple files are to be

synchronized. Based on the source file name, the Replication

Agent identifies the target file using existing redirect rules. 

Better still: Avoid this manual complexity entirely. The Replication

Management Studio provides all of this functionality in a single

visual environment!

Add a New File to a Running Replication Environment
This new feature allows you to add a file to a production

environment while replication is running. The Replication Agent

creates the replica file based on an initial version of the source file.

Now, you can execute data synchronization while the Replication

Agent is active, minimizing performance impacts. The process is

performed as transparently as possible for the end-user.

Source ReSync Target

New File

Out-of-DateReplicas

Replication ReSync

A fast fix for occasional situations when target files become out-of-sync with the source.
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WEB-BASED TOOLS

Modern browser-based access to your database
environment from everywhere.

Commencing with our popular c-treeACE SQL Explorer, FairCom is introducing a new evolution of our visual database tools using

browser-based access. Now, enjoy all the convenience you already know and use every day from a fresh and familiar platform. You

already use your browser for many of today’s advanced web-based applications; FairCom is building that same ease of use into our

server management. Look for many more upcoming changes in this direction!
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INTERFACE TECHNOLOGY

Interface Technology Enhancements

With advancements in interface support, V11.5 helps developers achieve their best.

c-treeACE has enjoyed a long tradition of supporting many interfaces and frameworks for accessing your c-treeACE data. With V11.5 we

have added another method for PHP, detailed below, and we thought a recap of all the available interfaces might be helpful. All of these

interfaces (except the green ones, which are available in a separate FairCom product, c-treeRTG) are available from FairCom—most are

in your c-treeACE Professional package. 

FairCom is continually responding to customer requests for supporting new and innovative methods for accessing the c-treeACE

database. In our most recent enhancement we are pleased to announce support for PHP PDO. 

The PHP hypertext preprocessor is a widely-used scripting language that is especially suited for creating database-driven websites. 

Originally, PHP used conventional SQL to access a database to retrieve data. Developers have long recognized one drawback: many

databases use variations on “standard” SQL, which can make it difficult to move to a different database.

c-tree Advanced Core Engine – Fully ACID Compliant

c-treeDB C API

c-treeACE SQL Engine
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c-treeACE PHP 7 Support

FairCom introduces support for the PHP Data Objects
extension to the scripting language that drives the Internet.
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Index Range Support for Virtual Segment Groups

This new range operator can perform retrievals on key ranges defined over a set of contiguous key segments.

The c-treeACE range retrieval function (e.g., AllocateRange) previously operated at the key segment level. It has been enhanced to

support a range operator that can be used to perform retrievals on key ranges that are defined over a set of contiguous key segments

(referred to here as a “virtual segment group”).

This new feature allows you to search for all entries at the key level between two targets: from a low-key to a high-key and from a lower-

bound to an upper-bound.  By introducing support for grouping two or more contiguous segments into one virtual segment group, it is

now possible to perform a new type of range retrieval.

As an example, consider a database that

contains two fields of one character

each:

"First",  CT_FSTRING, 1
"Second", CT_FSTRING, 1
The index would consist of two

segments, one for each field. 

For this example, assume the data in

these fields is as follows:

(A, 1)
(A, 7)
(A, 9)
(A, 11)
(B, 1)
(B, 2)
(B, 5)
(C, 1)
(C, 2)
(C, 5)

It has always been possible to specify a

key range that would get us all of the

records where the first field is ’A’ or an

even more complex range where the first

field is between ’A’ and ’B’ and the

second field is between 1 and 3. That

would get us the following records:

(A, 1)
(B, 1)
(B, 2)
(C, 1)
(C, 2)

A sequential range of records between (A,

7) and (C, 2) is a more challenging case. It

would require maintaining a second index

of a single segment that includes the first

field and the second field. This solution

was not possible unless the two fields

were adjacent to each other and in the

correct order in the database.

With virtual segment group support, we

can specify a key range involving two or

more index segments, which are

adjacent in the index, and treat them as

a single segment. The fields need not be

adjacent in the database. In our

example, that would allow us to specify

a key range from (A, 7) to (C, 2), which

would get us the following records:

(A, 7)
(A, 9)
(A, 11)
(B, 1)
(B, 2)
(B, 5)
(C, 1)
(C, 2)

Developers who are interested in taking advantage of this interface for•

accessing the c-treeACE database using the latest PHP standard will

want to use this interface.

Developers who have an existing PHP application that uses PDO are able•

to upgrade their application to use c-treeACE by simply changing the

driver—no re-coding should be required.

c-treeACE provides two versions of the c-treeACE SQL PHP drivers:

sql.php.pdo - Support for PHP 7 and the PDO extension. This is the•
preferred way to access c-treeACE SQL from PHP 7. 

sql.php - Applications using older versions of PHP (PHP 4 and PHP 5)•
should use the c-treeACE SQL ODBC interface.

The PHP Data Objects (PDO) Extension 
To address this issue, the community that develops

PHP introduced the PHP Data Objects (PDO) extension

for accessing a database. PDO gives you an abstraction

layer so that your applications use the same functions

to issue queries regardless of the underlying database.

PDO allows an application to be independent of its

database, so a developer can change databases

without changing the application logic. 

c-treeACE SQL PHP offers native support for this

extension by including a database-specific PDO driver

to access the c-treeACE Server. 

www.FairCom.com 13
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SECURITY

FairCom continues to maintain a watchful eye on data security. We have long
offered multiple data security controls, from user authentication controls to
advanced data encryption. V11.5 extends this commitment.

TLS Support for Added Security

Transport Layer Security (TLS/SSL) support is now available for enhanced security of your data access.

c-treeACE applications can now secure data in transit between c-tree network clients and c-treeACE servers. Transport Layer Security

(TLS, also commonly referred to as its predecessor SSL, Secure Sockets Layer) is a cryptographic protocol designed for secure network

communications using public key cryptography for authentication of the communicating party. Symmetric cryptography is used to

encrypt transmitted data over the wire. 

c-treeACE TLS employs OpenSSL toolkit support (version 1.0.2g) and implements TLS protocol V1.2 exclusively, so there is no concern

about vulnerabilities in earlier versions of TLS and predecessor SSL protocols. c-treeACE supports TLS only via TCP/IP communications

protocols (both IPv4 and IPv6).

Communication Module DLLs Removed from Server Distribution Packages

Recent security enhancement reviews identified server communications modules as potential vulnerabilities. c-treeACE Server packages

for Windows no longer contain these modules. They are now statically linked into the server binary. As a result, these Windows DLLs are

no longer distributed in c-treeACE Server directories, also simplifying OEM deployment. Non-Windows servers already statically linked

these modules. 

Security Effort for GUI Tools

Extra protection has been implemented to prevent alternate use of a DLL formerly distributed with FairCom’s GUI Tools. A new client DLL,

specifically targeted for GUI tools, is now provided. Only the executable tools delivered by FairCom can utilize this DLL. 

Automatically Update c-tree Groups to Match Current LDAP Groups

c-treeACE Server is now able to update the c-tree group membership records in FAIRCOM.FCS at logon time. Because SQL permissions

use the current group membership for a user account, this ability makes it possible for SQL permissions to act on the current LDAP

group membership for a user account that is authenticated using LDAP.

A new keyword has been added to the SUBSYSTEM USER_AUTH LDAP block in ctsrvr.cfg: LDAP_GROUP_CHECK 
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DATA INTEGRITY

c-treeACE V11.5 demonstrates our commitment to the safety of your data.

Auto Restore performance with checkpoints has been improved to enhance efficiency
The automatic restore point logic has been improved to increase efficiency. Profiling log entries allowed us to monitor and minimize the

time that is spent in the initial phase of flushing updated buffers. 

Improved log message when PAGE_SIZE does not meet block size requirements
The message logged when the PAGE_SIZE setting does not meet encryption block size requirements has been improved. Instead of

terminating the server with an internal error code, a more descriptive error message is logged to CTSTATUS.FCS.

Dynamic dump now stops when client callback function returns an error
If an error occurs in the client-side dynamic dump callback function, the server should not continue to perform the dump. The logic has

been modified so that any error returned by the client’s dynamic dump callback function terminates the dynamic dump. 

Dynamic Restore recovery diagnostic logging
The Dynamic Dump restore utility now supports enabling diagnostic logging of its recovery process. The logging is the same transaction

recovery logging that c-treeACE Server supports and is written to the file RECOVERY.FCS. This logging can be useful for analyzing the

dynamic dump restore recovery process. Note that the logging can slow down the recovery time.

Dynamic Dump status and error message improvements
Improvements have been made to the Dynamic Dump status callback message for files whose open failed. The dynamic dump client

notification option now sends a status message to the client when a file listed in the dump script fails to be opened (e.g., error 13 or 14). 
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COMING ATTRACTIONS

The following sections provide a quick glimpse into exciting new
features under development by the FairCom R&D team:

Document Store Support

c-treeACE adds to its multimodel support with the
addition of a popular NoSQL model: The Document-
Oriented Database.

FairCom is pleased to share that a new Document-Oriented mode

for c-treeACE is in the works; the FairCom DocStore (FcDocStore).

This product will offer distributed, scalable, database resources to

c-treeACE database users. 

In the FcDocStore NoSQL document storage system, documents

are self-described, “schema-less” (or “semi-structured”) entities.

Each document independently stores or self-contains its own

schema embedded within the document following the JSON

syntax standards. 

This type of data store is often referred to as “schema-less”

because it offers great relief from traditional and rigid relational SQL

database standards. Many c-treeACE developers have enjoyed

this freedom of not being required to define a rigid relational

schema through the c-treeACE Non-Relational APIs, like the ISAM

and c-treeDB APIs. The addition of a Document Store model is a

natural extension of the flexibility and control provided by 

c-treeACE for years.

Access through a JSON REST API

Adding JSON REST API support to c-treeACE.

Both JSON (JavaScript Object Notation)  and REST

(Representational State Transfer) are industry-accepted core

component frameworks for handling document-structured data.

The FairCom R&D team is hard at work creating a JSON and

REST based API for accessing c-treeACE data, which will be the

primary API access to the upcoming FairCom Document Store

database. This API works through using a known URL syntax and

then leveraging the JSON REST API, which will transmit the data

access request to a known FairCom HTTP Web Listening Server

for servicing the document request. 

Clustering & Horizontal Scaling

For years, c-treeACE has been used in horizontally-scaled,

application-level sharding solutions. We have a number of

customers who have implemented their own application-level

sharding. They have typically placed each database shard on a

separate c-treeACE Server and designated a single c-treeACE

Server as a “routing” server tasked with determining which shard to

search for the desired data. This level of sharding works well

because it makes it possible to have the rock-solid reliability of the

c-treeACE immediately-consistent ACID transaction support. While

this works well in most environments, it is desirable in some settings

to have a clustered horizontal solution that duplicates the data. The

FairCom R&D team is hard at work on this type of solution.

FairCom’s clustering and horizontal scaling solution have as much

to do with fault tolerance and high availability as they do with the

increasing system size. They are part of our effort to minimize the ill

effects of point-of-failure risks: data & sales loss, maintenance

costs, delivery delays, etc.

The goals of FairCom’s clustering and horizontal scaling solution

can be summarized as:

Minimizing data loss: RPO (Recovery Point Objective) •

Minimizing down time: RTO (Recovery Time Objective) •
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Summary

We want to hear from you! FairCom values the input from loyal c-treeACE developers like you as we build this new technology for

our future releases. Please reach out to us if you have document store, JSON REST API, horizontal scaling or any other database

specific needs. We are here to help you solve your data storage and retrieval needs.
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The FairCom scalability strategy is focused on maintaining Quality of Service as the load increases. Two components are the foundation

of our cluster architecture:

Load Balancing means that all operations coming from a client are distributed equally among the cluster nodes. This feature is achieved

through distributing data equally among the cluster nodes. A separate background process, called the “bucket balancer,” moves buckets

around based on the cluster status.

High Availability means that active buckets are replicated to a configurable number of other cluster nodes using peer-to-peer replication.

Within a single cluster, you have active data and replica data on each node.

The FairCom clustering solution creates copies of active data, distributes those replicas across the nodes in the cluster, ensuring that

every copy is located on a separate node, and then continues to maintain the replicas. Through this approach, c-treeACE will be able to

help you with both Load Balancing and High Availability. 
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